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Synopsis
How to create dynamic web environments using the PHP language and the MySQL database! If you are familiar with the syntax for C, C++ and Java, then PHP will seem very familiar. Once you have got up to speed with this HTML embedded scripting language, you will soon be creating dynamic HTML database-enabled web pages quickly and easily. This quick and practical introduction explains: - how PHP works and what a dynamic web page is; - the software development environment; - the syntax and features of the language; - how PHP can be integrated with MySQL databases; - dynamic database applications. Clearly written, this book provides you with all the essential information you need to create your own dynamic web environments using PHP.

Additional material is available from the Essential series web site: http://www.essential-series.com
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Customer Reviews
I learnt all the concepts of PHP in just 8 days from this book and then made a very complicated Online car booking system. I strongly recommend that if you want to learn PHP, you need only one book "Essential PHP fast by Dr. Simon Stobart".
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